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Resumen. Este artículo presenta una simulación del comportamiento dinámico del hormigón en tracción.
Se trata ele una modelización por elementos finitos que permite la aparición ele una fisura donde y cuando
se alcanza la resistencia a tracción del material. Esto se consigue abriendo la fisura entre los elementos ele
la malla original y recubriendo la nueva superficie con elementos cohesivos, que son planos y transmiten
tensión entre los labios de la fisura en función del valor ele su apertura. Este modelo se emplea para
reproducir resultados de ensayos ele compresión diametral en régimen dinámico obtenidos por medio de una
barra Hopkinson. La simulación ajusta bien las cargas transmitidas por la probeta a distintas velocidades
ele deformación, y reproduce por si misma el patrón ele fisuración: predice una serie ele fisuras lenticulares
paralelas al plano ele carga, las cuales se originan en el centro ele la cara circular ele la probeta y crecen hacia
el interior del cilindro y hacia las zonas ele carga, y también una multi-fisuración radial secundaria cerca ele
los apoyos. Estos resultados confirman la valclez de esta técnica numérica para el estudio ele procesos ele
fisuración distribuida en modo mixto en materiales cohesivos, en tres dimensiones y a cualquier velocidad
de deformación.
Abstract. This paper presenls a simulation of the clynamic response of concrete in tension. It consists of
a finite-elemenl moclelization thal allows the fragmentation of the bulk when and where the static tensile
strength of the material is reached. This is clone by allowing the opening of a crack between the elemenls
existing in the initial mesh, ancltiling the new surface with cohesive elemenls, i. e. with plane elements able
to lransmil tension between the crack lips as a funclion of the crack opening. This moclel is checkecl using
some cletailecl results of clynamic brazilian tests obtained by means of a Hopkinson bar. The simulation gives
accurate lransmitteclloads for clifferenl strain rates, ancl accounts by itself for the crack paltern: it preclicts a
series of main principallens-shapecl cracks parallelto the load plane, thal initiate in the center of the circular
surface ancl grow lowarcls the interior of the cylincler ancl lhe bearing strips, as well as a seconclary radial
multi-cracking near the supporls. These results valiclale this numerical procedure for stuclying mixecl-mocle
multi-cracking processes in cohesive malerials in 3-D al any strain-rate.

1

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we investigate the feasibility of using cohesive theories of fracture, in conjunction with the direcl
simulation of !i·acture ancl fragmenlation, in order lo describe processes oftensile clamage ancl compressive crushing in concrete specimens subjecteclto clynamic loacling.
We account explicitly for microcracking, the clevelopment
of macroscopic cracks ancl inerlia, ancl the effective clynamic behavior of the material is predicted as an outcome
of the calculations. Incleecl, the cohesive properties of
the material are assumecl to be rate-inclepenclcnt, ancl are
therefore cleterminecl by static propertics such as the stalic
tensile slrength. The ability of moclel to preclict key aspects of the clynamic behavior of concrete, such as the
strain-rate sensitivity of strength may be tracecl to the fact
thal cohesive theories, in aclclition to building a charac-

lerislic length into the material description, they endow
the material with an intrinsic time scale as well [1]. This
intrinsic time scale permits the material to cliscriminate
between slow ancl fastloacling rates ancl ultimately allows
for the accurale prediction of the dynamic strength of the
material as a function of strain rate and other rate effects.
The particular configuration contemplatecl in this study is
the brazilian cylinder test performecl in a split-Hopkinson
pressure bar (SHPB). Our simulations give accurate transmitted loads over a range of strain rates, which attests to
the fidelity of the model where ratc effects are concernecl.
The model also preclicts key fealures of the fracture pattern such as the primary lens-shaped craclcs parallelto the
load plane, as well as lhe seconclary profuse cracking near
the supporls. The primary cracks are predictecl to be nuclcated at the center of the circular bases of the cylinder
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and to subsequently propagate towarcls the interior, in accOl·dance with experimental observations. These results
validate the theory as it bears on mixecl-mode fracture ancl
fragmentation processes in concrete o ver a range of strain
rates.
Next section briel1y describes the funclamentals of the cohesive elements and its implementation into a general FE
code, and section 3 explains the basic features ofthe experimental set-up, that is intended lo gel the tensile strength
of concrete at high strain-rates (§3.1 ). Next follows a
clescription of the simulation, comprising the specimen
geometry and material paramelers (§3.2), the load ancl
boundary conclitions (§3.3), the mesh useclthroughout the
runs (§3.4) and the numerical results compareclto the experimental ones (§3.5). Final! y section 4 draws some conclusions.

2 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
We start by considering a deformable bocly undergoing a
molion described by a deformation mapping cp ancl containing a collection of cohesive craclcs. The locus of these
cracks on the undeformed configuration is clenotecl So,
ancl its unit normal 71. The jump of cp across S0 defines
the opening displacement 6.
Following Camacho and Ortiz [ l] ancl others [2, 3], we
considera simple class of mixecl-mocle cohesive laws accounting for tension-shear coupling obtainecl by the introduction of an effeclive opening clisplacemenl:
( 1)

where

5n =

5 · 1J,

(2)

is the normal opening displacemenl ancl

5s

15sl = 15- 5nfil

(3)

is the magnitude of the slicling clisplacement. The parameter f3 assigns different weights to the slicling and normal
opening displacements. The cohesive law relates 5 to a
scalar effective traction, which expression is:

(4)
where fs and tn are the shear ancl the normal traction
respectively. From this relation, we observe that f3 elefines the ratio between the shear ancl the normal critica!
tractions.
Upon closure, the cohesive surfaces are subjected to the
contact unilateral constraint, inclucling friclion. We regare! contact and friction as indepenclenl phenomena lo be
modelled outsicle the cohesive law. Friction may significantly increase the slicling resistance in closed cohesive

-1

Figure 1: Linear irreversible cohesive law.

surfaces. In particular, the presence of friction may result
in a steady -ore ven increasing- frictional resistan ce while
the normal cohesive strength simultaneously weakens.
We assume the existence of a loading envelop defining a
relation between t and 5 under conditions of loading. A
simple and convenient relation is furnished by the linear! y
decreasing envelop shown in Fig. l. Following Camacho
and Ortiz [ 1] we shall as sume unloading to the origin,
Fig. 1, giving

t=

tmnx

if

5<

5max

5max

or

5< o

(5)

Il is a well-known fact [4] that cohesive theories introduce a well-clefinecllength scale into the material description and, in consequence, are sensitive to the size of the
specimen. Camacho ancl Ortiz [ 1] have noted that in conjunction with inertia cohesive moclels introduce a characteristic time as well. Owing to this intrinsic time scale,
the material behaves differently when subjected to fast
and slow loading rates. The calculations presented subsequently demonstrate the ability of cohesive theories lo
accounl for the dynamic strength of brittle solids, i. e., the
dependen ce of the dynamic strength on strain rate.
An appealing aspect ofcohesive laws as models of fracture
is lhat they fit naturally within the conventional framework
of flnite element analysis. We follow Camacho and Ortiz
[1] and adaptively create new surfaces as required by the
cohesive model by duplicating nodes along previously coherent element boundaries. The nodes are subsequently
released in accordance with a tension-shear cohesive law.
The particular class of cohesive elements used in calculations has been developed by Ortiz and Pandolfi [3] and
consists of two six-node triangles endowed with quadratic
displacement inlerpolation, Fig. 2.
Formulating the virtual work principie for the body and
inserting the displacement interpolation into it leads to a
system of semi-discrele equations of motion of the form:
=

.f"xt (t)

(6)

where i is the array of nodal coorclinates, lVI is the mass
matrix, pxt is the externa! force arra y, and jint is the interna! force array. In calculations we use the second-order
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Density, p
Elastic modulus, E
Static direct tensile strength, fts
Fracture energy, Ce
Clwracteristic length, EG e/ fls
Characteristic time, pc5c/2fts

=
=
=
=
=

2405
37.9
4.53
66.2
122
31

kg/m 3
GPa
MPa
N/m
mm
f-LS

1~--------------------1-

X¡

Table 1: Concrete parameters

Figure 2: Geometry of cohesive elemenl. The surfaces
and S+ coincide in the reference configuration of Lhe
so lid.

s(a)

mum transmittecl stress,

O"T,

as:

(8)
The strain rate can ele determined ü·om the next equation:

striker
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stop
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(b)
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bar

transmitter
bar
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transmitter
bar

(9)
where E is the concrete elastic modulus and T is the time
delay between the starl and the peak of the transmitted
pulse.
3.2

Specimen geomelry and material parameters

bearing strips

Figure 3: Experimental set-up (a), ancl detail of the specimen (b).

accurale central difference algorilhm to cliscrelize (6) in
Lime [5].

3

3.1

SIMULATION OF THE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR
OFCONCRETE
Experimental set-up

The SHPB consists of an incidenl bar ancla Lransmilter bar,
with a short specimen placee! belween them, ancla slriker
bar Lhal impacls the incident bar lo produce a longitudinal
compressive pulse that propagares Loward the specimen
(Fig. 3a). The pulse is partially reflected in the border
of the incident bar, and partially Lransmittecl through the
specimen. In this case the diametral loading generaLes
tension perpendicular to the load plane (Fig. 3b), which
eventually causes the specimen Lo split.
The strain records corresponcling lo thc inciclent, reflected
ancl transmitted pulses are used Lo calculate Lhe corresponding stress pulses ancl Lhe clynamic splittina tensile
'
o
stress, ftd' which derives from lhe rollowing equation:

2Pr
nWD

The simulations in Lhis paper refer Lo experiments reported
by Hughes, Tedesco ancl Ross [7], Tedesco, Ross and
Kuennen [6] ancl Ross, Tedesco and Kuennen [8]. The
specimens are concrete cylinders of 50.8 mm diameler
and height obtained by coring rrom a concrete block. The
maximum aggregale size is 8.5 mm, ancl the material parameters are listed in Table l. Al! of them were obtainecl
by independent tests except Lhe fracture energy, that is estimatecl here following Lhe recommenclation established
in the Moclel Code [9]. The cohesive law is supposecllo
be linear-irreversible and is clepictecl in Fig. l.
There is experimental eviclence [10, 11] which suggests
that the intrinsic fracture toughness of concrete, i. e., the
critica! stress intensity factor requirecllo advance a semiinfinite crack within its ¡Jlane in lhe absence ofkinkina is
""'
much larger in pure mocle II that in pure mocle I owing to
the interlocking of aggregate particles. This in turn suggests adopting a large value of the coupling parameter {3
in (1 ), since, as remarkecl earlier, {3 gives the ratio of m ocle
II Lo mode I fracture Loughness. Based on a suggestion by
Gustafsson ancl Hillerborg [12] on the relalive strengths
of concrete in tension ancl shear, in calculations we take
{3 = 10. Under the assumplions jusl statecl, a semi-infinite
crack subjected to mixecl-mocle Ioading will Lend to kink
al an angle roughly corresponding to Lhe maximum circumferential stress in ils K-field. Indeed, the maximum
circumferential stress crilerion is known to lead Lo accurate predictions of crack paths in concrete [13].

(7)

where Pr is Lhe maximum load transmilted through the
cylinder and TiV and D are respectively the width and
diameter of the cylinder. Pr is calculatecl from the maxi-

3.3

Load and boundary conditions

The tests were performed at diJTerent load levels leadina
to severa! strain rates. The loading pulse can be simplified
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Load case

Rise time

Stress Ievcl

No.
1
2
3
4
S
6

tr (J-LS)

O"i

66
72
80
8S
41
48

(MPa)
60.2
72.8
79.4
122.S
184.S
264.3

Related velocity

v (m/s)
l. S
1.8
2.0
3.1
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6.7

1:~

~)l~6)1

(f)

o
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12]
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(f)

....._
o

.E

1
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e
>,
u

toa linear rise followed by a plateau anclthe rise time and
stress leve! corresponding to each one of lhe load cases
are given in Table 2. The incident stress O", can be directly
related to the velocity of the incidenl bar cross section,
v, by simplifying the impact with the slriker lo thal of a
moving rigid body impacting a slalionary bar [14], which
gives v = O" j pe, where p and e are lhe clensily and the
one-dimensional wave velocity of lhe incident bar.
3.4

Mesh used in the simulalion

The mesh used in the simulation comprises 8378 nocles
and S669 10-node quadratic tetrahedra, and is designed
so as to be fine and nearly uniform on ancl in lhe vicinity
of the load plane, and to gradual! y coarsen away from the
load plane. The mesh size roughly ranges from l/1S to
1/30 of the characteristic cohesive lenglh (Table 1) of the
material and may, therefore, be expected lo yield objective
and mesh-size insensitive results [ l ].

3.S

Simulation results

Selected resulls of lhe calculations ancl comparisons with
experimental elata are shown in Figs. 4, and S. The main
features of these results, as regards load histories, dynamic
strength and crack patterns, are nexl discussed in turn.

Dynamic strength and rate sensitivity
Fig. 4 compares the predicted ancl observed ratio of static
to clynamic slrengths foral! loading cases under consideralion, and lhe dependence of the clynamic strength on
strain rate. In addition, the curve inset in Fig. 4a repre"
senls a linear fit to the experimentally observed strain-rate
dependence of tbe clynamic strength. As may be seen
from Fig. 4a, the calculations capture well lhe overall
rate-sensilivity of the material, which lakes lhe form of
a steady rise in clynamic strength with increasing slrain
rate. It is interesting lo note thal lhe simulalions corresponding to loading cases 1, 2 and 3 yield comparable
results, Fig. 4a, which may be due to the compensating
etlect of a simulataneous increase in rise lime and impacl
velocity in the load pulse (cfTable 2). The accuracy in lhe
calculation of lhe peak lransmitteclload and, by extension,
of the dynamic slrength, Eq. (7), is equally satisfactory,
with the exception ofloading case 1, Fig. 4b. Note that lhe
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Figure4: Comparison ofexperimental and numerical ratesensitivity curves and dynamic strength of concrete.

dynamic strength reported for this case is below the static
strength, which constitutes a clear experimental anomaly.

Load and energy history curves
A comparison belween computed and experimental loadhistories for loading case 2 is shown in Fig. S. The lwo
histories match nearly exactly during the early stages of
loading. The discrepancy in the peak loads, of the order of
17%, and in the slope of the ramp portion of the record are
well within the experimental scatter. The horizontal dash
line inset in Fig. S a represents lhe maximum load attained
during the stalic Brazilian test and is shown for reference.
As may be seen from the figure, lhe dynamic peak load
is of the order of 3 times the static maximum load, which
attests to the importan ce of lhe dynamic effects under the
conditions of the test.
Fig. S also depicls the consumplion of cohesive energy
and the kinelic energy as a function of time for the same
loading case. The horizontal dash line shown for reference
represents the fracture energy expended in the formation
of a single planar crack cutting lhrough the midplane of
tbe specimen. As may be observed, the actual fracture
energy expended is greatly in excess of that value, which
is indicative of a far more complex and intricate crack
pattern. On the olher hand, the increase in kinetic energy
that accompanies lhe loss of load-carrying capacity points
out that a widespread dynamic fragmentation takes place
after lhe load peak.
Crack pattcrn
The predicted sequence of crack patterns also follows
closely lhe experimental patterns observed by means of
a high speed camera [6] (see inset in Fig. S) . Fig. S also
depicts a sequence of snapsbots of the deformed specimens at inlervals of 1O fLS, showing the distribution of
cracks. It should be carefully noted that, in this plots,
displacements ha ve been magnified by a factor of 100 in
order to aid visualization. It may also be recalled that tbe
peak load occurs roughly al 70 J-LS, corresponding to snapshot Fig. S f. Also sbown in the figures are leve! contours
of damage, defi.ned as lhe fraction of expended fracture
energy to total fracture energy per unit surface, or critica!
energy release rale. Thus, a damage density of zero de-
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notes an uncracked surface, whereas a clamage density of
one is indicative of a fui! y crackecl or free surface. Il bears
emphasis that this damage field is def1necl on any interna!
surface of the body, i. e., it represenls a density per unil
area-as opposed toa a density per unil volume. In Fig. S
we have chosen to represent the exlenl of damage on the
midplane, or load plane, of the specimen.
Remarkably, both the experimental observations and the
numerical solution clearly exhibit a main crack on lhe
midplane of the specimen which initiates near the cenler
of the cylinder and subsequently propagales lowards the
bearing strips, eventually causing the specimen lo splil
inlo two main fragments. The observed iniliation time
is roughly 30 f.LS, which is in fair agreemenl with lhe results of the calculations, Figs. Sb ancl c. Furthermore,
the simulatíon also captures some early localized cracking in the loacling area, Fig. Sb. The initiation and growth
of the main crack is far from being uniform through the
width of the specimen. Indeed, our simulalions suggesl
that lenticular cracks initiate íi"om the surface of the specimen, i. e., the encls of the cylinder, Figs. Se and d, ancl
subsequently propagate inward within the miclplane with
increasing load. Eventually, the surface cracks coalesce
and forma single through-crack, Figs. Se!- f.

4

building a characterislic length inlo the material description, endow the material with an intrinsic time scale as
well. This intrinsic time scale accounts for the ability
of model to predict key aspects of the dynamic behavior
of concrete, such as the strain-rate sensitivity of strength.
Our results suggest, therefore, that most of the strain ratesensitívity of concrete is attributable to the microinertia
allendant to dynamic microcracking and fracture. We
have also found that the cohesive energy expenditure is
considerably larger in the dynamic test than in the static
case, which reflects the clissipation dueto microcracking.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the feasibilíty of using cohesive theories of ti·acture, in conjunctíon with the clirect simulation
of fracture and ti·agmenlation, in order to describe processes of tensile damage and compressive crushing in concrete specimens subjected to dynamic loacling. The particular configuration contemplated in this slucly is the brazilian cylínder test performed in a Hopkinson bar, which
furnishes a clemanding validation test of lhe theory. Our
approach accounls explicilly for microcracking, the development of macroscopic cracks and inertia. The effective dynamic behavior of the material is predicted as
an outcome of the calculalions. In particular, our simulations capture closely the experimentally observed ralesensilivity of the dynamic strenglh of concrete, i. e., the
nearly linear in crease in dynamic strenglh with strain-rale.
More general! y, our simulations give accurate lransmitted
loads over a range of strain rales, which atlests lo the
fidelíty of the model where rale effecls are concerned.
The model also predicts key features of the fracture patlern such as the primary lens-shaped cracks parallel to the
load plane, as well as the secondary profuse cracking near
the supports. These results valíclate the Lheory as il bears
on mixed-mocle fracture and fragmentalion processes in
concrete o ver a range of strain rales.
We ha ve assumed that the cohesive properties of the material are rate-independent and therefore determined by
static properties such as the stalic tensile slrength. However, we have noted that cohesive theories, in addition to
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